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PERSONAL BACKGROUND INTERESTS and APPROACHES

bringing together and involving people in 
creative exploration, 

develop temporary communities, 
gathering unexpected elements & components, 

network culture and 
new sites for cultural activity

artistic & activist forms of fieldwork, 
as related to ethnography, anthropology. 



  

Herbologies/Foraging Networks:

a loose network of individuals & organisations,

a cultural platform that explores the cultural 
traditions and knowledge of herbs, edible & 
medicinal plants, 

within the contemporary context of 
online networks, open information-sharing & 
biological technologies.

http://herbologies-foraging.net/

(pages last updated early 2011) 

HERBOLOGIES/FORAGING NETWORKS: ABSTRACT



  

Initiated in collaboration with: 

Ulla Taipale / Capsula (FI/ES): art+science+nature
Signe Pucena / SERDE (LV): art+culture+heritage

Programme of events in FI + LV during 2010:

Pixelache 2010 Festival, Helsinki, FI
Midsummer expedition to rural Kurzeme, LV

Outcoming presentations..
'Folk Pharmacy', White Nights Festival, Riga, LV
Kurpitsatalo Harvest Festival, Tampere, FI

HERBOLOGIES/FORAGING NETWORKS: BACKGROUND 2010



  

Different ways of knowing about plants and their 
extracts (& sometimes fungus or bee products),

Wild and cultivated food, medicine & related crafts.

Organised behaviours & practices in gathering.

Combining with fields of 
*  Social and visual arts, craft, 
*  Cultural heritage, media, 
*  Network cultures and technology

Research from 'not-knowing', native&immigrant, 
& 'very-locally-sourced' experience positions 

HERBOLOGIES/FORAGING NETWORKS: KNOWING



  

Over the year 2010  we organised & participated in..

Workshops, Seminars, Presentations,

Public hydroponic windowfarm installations

Photo + Video documentations, 

And developed along the way.. 

Online network of interested persons 
in this overlap of subjects. 

HERBOLOGIES/FORAGING NETWORKS: ACTIONS & ACTIVITIES



  

HERBOLOGIES/FORAGING NETWORKS: EXPEDITION

The midsummer Kurzeme expedition to small 
towns of Alsunga & Aizpute, Latvian countryside..

Gave us 

(International group of artists, wild plant experts, 
interaction designers, photographers, cultural 
heritage workers and local young people)

Opportunity to learn how (mostly) women elders 
used herbs and plants for different remedies and 
medicines.



  

HERBOLOGIES/FORAGING NETWORKS: FIELDWORK

Between

cultural heritage and cultural production

ethnography and ethnobotany



  

BERRY COMMONS/FORAGING NETWORKS: PROPOSAL 2011

Proposalfor 2011  in collaboration with
Pispalan Kulttuuriyhdisys (Hirvitalo), Tampere (FI):

Interdisciplinary cultural project that explores Nordic 
‘power-food’ berries 

- their potential for future diet enhancement, 
energy and photo-voltaic technology developments, as 
well as migrant labour issues -

In relation to discourse about the Commons and 
‘every-person’s rights'

Nordic Council of Ministers Culture Fund app: No
Suomen Kulttuurirahasto app by Hirvitalo: Yes



  

BERRY COMMONS/FORAGING NETWORKS: MUUN MAAN MUSTIKKA

Pispalan Kulttuuriyhdisys (Hirvitalo), Tampere (FI):
'Second Forest' - Second Life virtual space for 
discussion on transnational Boreal forest issues

http://hirvikatu10.net/forest2point0/ 

'Muun maan mustikka' berry-picking event, 8.2011
“28 participants of the trip picked around 20 litres of 
blueberries of which we produced 49 jars of 
Solidarity Jam”

To the support struggle for more fair & 
ecologically sustainable wild-berry business in 
Finland currently dominated by big berry companies 
that exploit migrant labor & everyman's right



  

BERRY COMMONS/FORAGING NETWORKS:  ARCTIC BERRIES

As my part of Berry Commons 2011 proposal..

Proposed trans-disciplinary social arts-research and 
heritage project

Collaboration with Ars Bioarctica residency 
organised by Finnish Bioart Society at 
Kilpisjärvi Biological Station

Attention given to particular species of wild plant(s), 
and its seasonal fruit – the arctic berry - 

in Finnish Sapmi/Lapland 
within the sub-Arctic tundra and boreal forest..

  

  



  

Čáhppesmuorji (Northern Sami), 
Variksenmarja, Kaarnikka (FI), 
Kråkbär, Kråkris (SE), 
Crowberry (EN)
Empetrum nigrum (botanical)

“Commonly found in the northern hemisphere, from 
temperate to subarctic climates..

These evergreen mat forming shrubs, with small, 
light green needle-like leaves 3-10 mm long..

The fruit is a fairly dry black berry, smaller than the 
alpine bearberry, but with somewhat better flavour, 
and looks similar to a blueberry.” (Wikipedia)

BERRY COMMONS/FORAGING NETWORKS: VARIKSENMARJA 



  

How are they known, related to, understood, 
interpreted by the different persons, agents and 
interactors with it?

Human and animal pickers, casual and 
industrial, indigenous and scientific 
interpretation, local and touristic. 

One arctic berry - cloud berry - is well known 
gourmet fruit, available and used in many contexts 
including numerous food and commercial products. 

The other - crowberry - is less well known 
but in indigenous traditions is an important nutrient 
addition to diet.

BERRY COMMONS/FORAGING NETWORKS: VARIKSENMARJA 



  

The particular berry sits conceptually in the middle 

as a 'boundary object' 

allowing and positioning these different viewpoints 
into a network of inter-relations.

What are the different representation, stories 
and information about them?

BERRY COMMONS/FORAGING NETWORKS: VARIKSENMARJA 



  

During Field_Notes gathering late Sept. 2011 
at Kilpisjärvi Biological Station

Gathering of artists, scientists, activists in relation to 
biological and ecological subjects, organised by 
Finnish Bioart Society..

I was in environmental computing/data group..

Gained several days foraging experience gathering 
Empetrum nigrum ssp. Hermaphroditum (Latin)
Pohjanvariksenmarja (FI)
Mountain Crowberry (EN)

BERRY COMMONS/FORAGING NETWORKS: VARIKSENMARJA 



  

Midnattsol Produkter: Kroekebaer Pressed Juice 
Small Business Enterprise by Aage Hamnvik and his 
wife in Skibotn, N. Norway

In summer-autumn 2011, they processed 20,000 L 
of berries, and sell them over Internet nationally

Each bottle contains 100mg/kg of Vitamin C (L-
ascorbic acid / 2-Oxo-L-threo-hexono-1,4-lactone-
2,3-enediol), 1,7 mg/kg of Iron (Fe), and 
1100 mg/kg of Calcium (Ca). 

Crowberries also contain proanthocyanidins and 
are rich in total antioxidants. They are a good 
source of dietary fibre. We bought a 6 bottles

BERRY COMMONS/FORAGING NETWORKS: VARIKSENMARJA 



  

I collected 0.75 litres of berries over a period of 
approximately 3 hours while walking, not 
intensively but easily. 

“The fingers slip easily across the evergreen needle-
like leaves of the Crowberry bush, falling into the 
palm of the hand.”

I used Mettler scales in the lab, weighing the total 
amount of berries (0,42 kg) and decided that 0,32 
kg would go towards the commons..

10g is measured out economically 
to each person at Field_Notes.gathering 

BERRY COMMONS/FORAGING NETWORKS: VARIKSENMARJA 



  

The remaining part of the process was to compile the 
research materials, data, anecdotes and a story..
These were made into a slide presentation

The berries were served with ice-cream to all 
Field_Notes persons in Kilpisjärvi Biological Station

Combined knowledge was presented afterwards 
while the berries digested in their stomach!

http://tinyurl.com/pohjanvariksenmarja151111 
[updated 15.11.11]

BERRY COMMONS/FORAGING NETWORKS: VARIKSENMARJA 

http://tinyurl.com/pohjanvariksenmarja151111


  

REFLECTIONS

In a similar way that a culture's songs, stories 
and dances are documented and valued..

Practices of foraging and 'making' using 
herbological, berry, fungi and ferment 
knowledge are important to experience & 
document..

But be aware at-- the same time--of the different 
complementing and competing interests!

Acknowledge traditions of respect in relation to 
nature and promote the ancient, historical & 
contemporary inter-dependence people 
have/had with this knowledge & maintain this 
continuity.



  

CONTACTS

More info & Contact:

http://herbologies-foraging.net/

Also Facebook page: http://facebook.com/herbologies/

herbologies  @gmail.com

.

http://agryfp.info/

agryfp  @gmail.com
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